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Since the previous laser energy conversion conference, significant ptpgress jias- been: made in
understanding the rather detailed phenomena which have charactOTze^oj^eal gipde'work (§ee, for
example, ref. 1.) Of particular interest to us has been the faci that such Strec^e^can ~couple and
rectify infrared and optical radiation in complete analogy ••••to,- Si^ity^sft^tiura' Derating at
microwave or radio frequencies. A recent achievement has been a/ direct ̂ deinpnstratidn of antenna
coupling and rectification characteristics with high resistance evaporated structures afra.wavejength
of 10 p. Earlier, optically induced signals had been demonstrated at 6328sA..We;fe'el that as a result
of the 1 O-M work that high frequency arrays are inevitable. < . '" • *>;Cj,..,; :\ .-! i :

jour atomThe present summary contains a descriptive review of some of the aspect§
on metal-barrier-metal structures. Coherent conversion of laser radiation and Inf rared an id' optical
circuit elements are seen as among the potentially exciting appjieatibns df^u^Aevi^eiS. .Figjjjre/1.
shows the two basic types of structures which we, as well as others, 'hav^utifiz^d jFor these
investigations. Although many of the results have been achieved with the point-cpntact .type of
diode structure, recent rapid development of the more stable photo-lithographic structures has also
occurred. Some of the particular advantages and disadvantages of each aref-qwte apparent: '-• '.
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In both the point contact and evaporated structures it is apparent that the primary mechanism
involved is electronic tunneling. The appropriate band diagram is shown on the left-hand side of
figure 2. The difference between the Fermi levels of the two metals is the applied voltage eV which
upsets the dynamical equilibrium of electron exchange across the barrier. Simmons (ref. 2) has
deduced the basic semi-classical expression given in figure 2. This is seen to depend exponentially
upon the voltage. The characteristic thus displays curvature which can of course be used to rectify
and therefore to convert electromagnetic energy to electrical energy.

S. M. Paris has performed extensive rectification experiments at 1.06/z and 0.6328 M» the
results of which have been well explained by the rectification theory (ref. 3); that is, that the
voltage difference eV between the Fermi levels is in fact the sum of the bias voltage plus an
optically induced voltage whose frequency is that of the incident optical radiation. Since these
results are published, it is sufficient for the present purposes to provide an outline of the theory and
point out the important characteristics which are supported by the experimental observations.
Figure 3 contains a summary of the steps in the derivation of the rectification signal in terms of the
Bessel functions of an imaginary argument and figure 4 displays the comparison between
experiment and theory for the rectification of the He-Ne 6328 A radiation. Experimentally rectified
voltage V^ is obtained using phase sensitive detection (direct detection arrangement at a chopping
frequency of 1 kHz) and is plotted as a function of a dc bias potential Vg. Comparing the
experimental results with the theoretically predicted behavior, one notes the agreement in curvature
and intersection with the V^ = 0 axis. This behavior depends upon the behavior of the Bessel
functions of an imaginary argument and, because the parameter z is directly proportional to the
barrier thickness, upon the impedance of the junction as well as the optical voltage.

By fitting the theoretical curves with those measured experimentally one is able to obtain an
estimate of the optical voltage and coupling characteristics. One finds that the optical voltage is of
the order of 100 mV. Assuming this to be induced across the junction through the whisker acting as
an antenna, the effective area of the antenna must of the order of 4 x 10~° cm^. The coupling
efficiency is found to be of the order of 10 , indicating the expected very poor mismatch.

The success of the rectification experiments has prompted further work in several important
directions:

1. Basic experiments in which high frequency antenna coupling could be clearly
demonstrated (ref. 4).

2. Basic experiments which would confirm tunneling predictions at high frequencies and the
presence of negative differential resistance at high frequencies (ref. 5).

3. Design and demonstration of evaporated (photolithographically fabricated) junctions
which would behave similarly to the point contact structure.

4. High frequency arrays which would couple more efficiently to a given laser mode.

Several experimental and theoretical considerations have already demonstrated the principles
involved in several of these directions. At .this point it is worthwhile considering these and indicating
directions in which future effort is most likely to be concentrated.
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Generalizing from the particular case of rectification, higher order mixing characteristics of the
diode junctions can become considerably more complicated. Relating to the excitation and
coupling, the nonlinear mixing can be current controlled rather than voltage controlled, the case
considered thus far. In addition, since the quasi-static equations of Simmons describe the
nonlinearity it is important to check the validity of theoretical predictions relating higher order r
mixing processes. Finally, with respect to potential conversion, one should ask whether rectification
is the most appropriate process to exploit.

Experimental evidence thus far strongly suggests that the coupling and nonlinear mixing
processes can be either voltage or current controlled depending upon the antenna and junction
impedance, antenna loss, etc. (ref. 6). In the submillimeter and far-infrared portion of the spectrum
current control appears to be almost exclusive.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of a general (n+l)th order mixing process involving two incident |
frequencies. This is the most common process involved and has been discussed earlier by several
authors. For current excitation the RMS voltage at the i.f. frequency Vn(cjj-nco2) is proportional
to the (n+1 )th derivative of the voltage with respect to the current as indicated in figure 5.

The theoretical results are shown for n = 1 to 6. The minima and maxima, which occur for
finite bias voltages and which number n for (n+l)th order mixing are the most striking
characteristic. These can be used to definitively distinguish current from voltage excitation. No such
minima would occur for voltage controlled excitation. [;

These characteristics have been observed experimentally by Sakuma and Evensen (ref. 7). We
'have included one of their experimental results corresponding to n = 5 in figure 5 to illustrate the
striking agreement. In addition to their experimental results, Javan has discussed oscillations in the
detected signal and Paris has obtained experimental results at 1.15 n for n = 1 (rectification) which
indicate current controlled rectification. The latter is shown in figure 6.

We are presently investigating more general aspects of the mixing theory. In particular we are f'
attempting to employ two diode structures, one as a transmitter and the other as a receiver, to ""
investigate the characteristics directly at 10.6 n. This would represent a generalization of the
transmission-reception experiments carried out by Javan and others and has been discussed
previously. The transmission diode is to be situated on one focus of a half-ellipsoidal cavity
configuration and the receiving diode at the other focus. Heterdyne detection at this receiving diode
is anticipated.

This experiment has provided a significant guide to the development of better diode structures |
and consideration of the coupling characteristics. Point contact structures are being replaced by
more carefully designed, single junction, photolithographically fabricated structures; eventually
arrays will be used. The successful achievement of such an experiment will require fairly sensitive
structures whose coupling and junction characteristics are quite well known and designed.

With respect to the development of the photolithographically fabricated structures, significant
progress has been made. Recent results are particularly encouraging and warrant optimism. Figure 7
displays the two dimensional single junction structures which are presently being utilized. On a
germanium substrate, a nickel base plate is first fabricated. This is then oxidized to obtain an oxide —
layer — 15-A thick. A gold antenna is then evaporated, the overlap with the nickel base forming the
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metal-barrier-metal junction device. The current-voltage characteristic shown indicates that it is a
tunneling junction of high quality with a zero bias resistance in the hundreds of kfl range.

Figure 8 displays the detection characteristics of such a structure at 10.6 pi for a radiation
intensity equal to 10 W/cm . The angle is measured between the normal to the substrate surface „
and the propagation vector of the incident laser beam. Parallel (") polarization represents the
electric field polarized along the gold antenna and perpendicular, electric field polarization across
the antenna.

For the high impedance structure " and -'r polarization give very different results. The peak
polarization ratio is — 20, parallel coupling being much larger at an angle of — 10° with respect to
the substrate. Verification of the antenna coupling was accomplished by shortening the diode
junction thereby preventing rectification. The "signal then behaves similarly to the -'r signal both
being characteristic of a cos 6 thermally induced signal. £

For such an antenna structure we have estimated the optical voltage to be 10~^ to 10~° V for
the 10 W/cm incident intensity. The angular dependence of the detected signal for " polarization
agrees well with that expected from antenna calculations.

We are presently extending these results to obtain resolution of the antenna lobes. We expect
to work toward the ultraviolet portion of the spectrum where absorption becomes large and
antenna coupling should fail. Figure 9 indicates several possible directions that are being considered. £'
It is quite apparent that the micro-structures will become important as infrared and optical
components, particularly in the light of the rapid development which has already occurred.
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Figure 1.— Metal-barrier-metal structures. At the left
•is shown an electron microscope scan of an etched
tungsten wire; point-contact geometry is shown in
the center; and the early evaporated two-
dimensional structure is at the right.
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Potential barrier of M-B-M junction
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V (volt)

I-V characteristic
of M-B-M junction

. . M > Q

dx/As' A - 1'025 As

As = s2 - s.| , s1 , s2 classical turning points

Figure 2.— Simplified band diagram and current-voltage characteristic of the metal-barrier-metal structure. The
expression for I(V) is that deduced by Simmons. Parameter definitions are:

Ep , Ep Fermi energies of metals 1 and 2, respectively.

0i, 02 work functions of the two metals

^*v ~~ Y I ^ V^

s barrier thickness

Si,s2 W.K.B. turning points for electrons with energy: Ep

As = Sj — Sj

eV = eVg + ev(t) cos cot, where Vg is the voltage bias

f

I

v(t)

X

forward for which metal 2 is positive with respect to metal one. For opposite bias a similar
expression is obtained as shown in figure 3.

the induced optical voltage and u the optical frequency

parameter defining strength of surface charge (= 5 A(eV))

I
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If(V) = Jf expl-Af^J'2) - (?f + eV)exp[-Af(?f + eV)l/2 ] ; V > 0

Ir(V) = Jr|($Tr-eV)exp[-Ar(?r-eV)1/2] -?r exp(-Ar^)J ; V< 0
(11

V(t) = Vb + v(t)cos (2)

/•*
Irect(t) = J I [Vb + v(t)cos 0]d0/27r

*—
(3)

ww^ 1] -/J^vl, <ziv>}

l. (z|v) (4)

-1/2

Figure 3.— Outline of the derivation of the rectified current Irect. 0r is analogous to <t>f but with the 1 and 2 inter-
changed. Similarly with Ar • Jr = -Jf • Si and $2 are the turning points for an electron of energy Ep and x is
measured from metal 1 for the reverse (r) biased case (V < 0).

In the expression for Irect(t), i is chosen as either f or r for V > 0 or V < 0, respectively. The subscript b
refers to parameters evaluated at the bias voltage Vg. Zj' is the same as Zj with 0^ replaced by 1 - 0^. Similarly
for 0j-b.

I0 and 11 are the zero and first order Bessel functions which describe the curvature characteristics of the rec-
tified signal.
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Figure 4.— Rectification experiments with He-Ne 6328 A radiation. Experimental results are shown on the left-hand
side; the theoretical comparison on the right-hand side. V^ is the phase sensitively detected signal at the chopping
frequency of 1 kHz. Vg is the voltage bias.

Biai voltage, V

V.lu.-nu,) -

Figure 5.— Current dependent nonlinear mixing processes in metal-metal-barrier-metal structures, l^ is the current
bias;i! cpsc^t and i2 cos o;2t; currents induced by two incident laser signals at frequency coi and w2 respec-
tively. Vfl

T is the mean square i.f. signal at frequency coi - no)2. The insert shows an experimental curve
obtained by Evensen and Sakuma in the sub-millimeter range for n = 5. Figure 5 shows curves for n = 1,3, 5.
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Figure 6.— Current rectification at 1.15 \i. The top curve shows V, (Vn for n = 1) and the bottom curve the
theoretical comparison for suitably chosen parameters (ref. 1).

Current

Voltage

0.2 nA

T

Figure 7.— Photolithographically fabricated metal-barrier-inetal structure and associated antenna coupler. The
lower curve displays the experirnentally measured current-voltage characteristic. The structure is planar, the
black background being the hbhabsorbing silicon substrate.
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(a) The E, i signal displays antenna coupling, the E, signal a thermally induced signal.
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(b) High impedance junction (same one as for fig. (8a)) for E! t induced signal displays antenna coupling. A short
circuit junction (lower curve) shows only the thermal response for EI t as well as for E,.

Figure 8.- Antenna coupling and rectification with the evaporated structure of figure 7. The induced rectified
voltages are due to 10.6 (on, 10 W/cm2 of CO2 laser beam intensity. The beam is directed in the plane con-
taining the diode and normal to the substrate surface and 6 is the angle of the propagation vector with respect
to the normal. E,, represents the electric field polarized along the gold wire and Et, polarized perpendicularly.
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Figure 9.— Proposed work using evaporated antenna structures.
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DISCUSSION

*\
Max Garbuny, Westinghouse - The cross section of an antenna or atom is of the order of X /2ir. Do these
junctions exhibit this same cross section?

Ken Gustafson: The X2/2ir is appropriate for a dipole antenna. Since our diodes exhibit many lobes, they are no
simple dipoles. So the antenna area will depend upon this lobe structure.

Ali Javan: We find that one can characterize the area by something like \ , it turns out that for a 10-/J junction it is
approximately (20 ju) .

Katasonori Shimada, J. P. L. - The volt-ampere characteristics you show always have a symmetric shape. If you use
different metals for example, gold and nickel, could you get a true diode characteristic?

f
Ken Gustafson: We are looking at that whole question of whether its possible to obtain an asymmetric VI
characteristic. It's too early to tell. The problem is that as you examine the theory, the odd order or rectification
coefficients come in as the difference between the work functions of the metals. The other coefficients come in as
the sum. So to get the characteristic you ask for, we need to use metals with large work function difference. An
interesting question is: could this converter be as good as a thermoelectric converter, because the thermionic
converter suffers from precisely the same fault — that is, the thermoelectric voltage is proportional to the difference
between the two work functions.

Ali Javan, M. I. T.: A comment. If you keep making and breaking a point contact diode, looking for its [•
characteristics with various pressures, or oxide thicknesses, you are able to get occasional asymmetric characteristics.
But with our evaporated junctions, they are always symmetrical.

Ken Gustafson: Yes, we have found the same.
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